Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most abundant form of human genetic variation and are a resource for mapping complex genetic traits. A genome is covered by millions of these markers, and researchers are able to compare which SNPs predominate in people who have a certain disease. The International HapMap Project, launched in October, 2002, motivated us to start the Korean HapMap Project in order to support Korean HapMap infrastructure development and to accelerate the finding of genes that affect health, disease, and individual responses to medications and environmental factors. A Korean SNP and haplotype database system was developed through the Korean HapMap Project to provide Korean researchers with useful data-mining information about disease-associated biomarkers for studies on complex diseases, such as diabetes, cancer, and stroke. Also, we have developed a series of software programs for association studies as well as the comparison and analysis of Korean HapMap data with other populations, such as European, Chinese, Japanese, and African populations. The developed software includes HapMapSNPAnalyzer, SNPflank, HWE Test, FESD, D2GSNP, SNP@Domain, KMSD, KFOD, KFRG, and SNP@WEB. We developed a disease-related SNP retrieval system, in which OMIM, GeneCards, and MeSH information were integrated and analyzed for medical research scientists. The kHapMap Browser system that we developed and integrated provides haplotype retrieval and comparative study tools of human ethnicities for comprehensive disease association studies (http://www.khapmap.org). It is expected that researchers may be able to retrieve useful information from the kHapMap Browser to find useful biomarkers and genes in complex disease association studies and use these biomarkers and genes to study and develop new drugs for personalized medicine.
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Summary
The International HapMap Project started in October, 2002 to develop a haplotype map of the human genome, the HapMap, which describes common patterns of human DNA sequence variation (The International HapMap Consortium. 2007) . HapMap is expected to be a key resource for researchers to find genes that affect health, disease, and responses to drugs and environmental factors. The project was a collaborative effort between scientists in Japan, the U.K., Canada, China, Nigeria, and the U.S. This motivated us to start the Korean HapMap Project in June, 2003 in order to support Korean HapMap infrastructure development as well as to accelerate finding genes that affect health, disease, and individual responses to medications and environmental factors (Thorisson et al., 2005) . The project was undertaken as a collaboration between Korean funding agencies (Ministry of Education, Science and Technology and Korean National Institute of Health), experimental academia (Ulsan Medical Institute, SungKyunKwan Medical Institute, and Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology), and corporations (DNA Link, SNP-Genetics, and Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology) (Yoo et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2008) .
Resulting from the project, a Korean SNP and haplotype database system was developed to help those researchers who study high-frequency, complex Korean diseases and changes in ethnic global migratory variants. In the project, we tried to accomplish a number of goals. First, the system should be able to provide essential information that is needed for gene discovery of complex Korean diseases. Second, the system should contain basic and advanced tools that may apply to applications such as diagnostics, treatment, and prevention of diseases. Third, the database system should provide Korean-specific SNPs and haplotype information that are common in the Korean population.
We have developed a series of software programs for association studies as well as for the comparison and analysis of Korean HapMap data with four other populations (Yorubans in Ibadan, Nigeria; Centre d'Etude du (Stein et al., 2002) . This study provides a starting point for research to identify genetic variants that are based on inThe Korean HapMap Project Website 93 herent Korean characteristics and catalog genetic similarities and differences compared with various ethnic samples that are generated by cohort-based studies. Also, it supports additional results in promoting the completeness of the International HapMap Project. This paper presents a guide to using those tools, including the following: retrieving genotype and frequency data, picking tag-SNPs for use in association studies, viewing haplotypes graphically, and examining marker-to-marker LD patterns.
Introduction to the KHapMap Project Website
The results of the Korean HapMap Project are displayed at http://www.khapmap.org, named the KHapMap Project Website. The website is composed of six parts on display (Fig. 1A) . The main menus are located in the upper part. "Home" is the starting page of the website. "Introduction" and "Projects" contain short descriptions and tutorials that concern the HapMap Project. "Services" is the starting point to the software that was developed during the project. "Data" allows access to the project's raw data for searching, downloading, and uploading. Users can search for SNP rsIDs in two ways: (i) rs number, and (ii) chromosome number and position with both a user-set minor allele frequency (MAF) and a user-set minimum number of genotyped samples (Fig.  1B) . A search result shows rsID links to the dbSNP database, allele, MAF, and genotype counts (Fig. 1C) . "Links" connects the user to the working groups of the project and other related sites.
As an auxiliary menu, "Quick Link" is located on the left part of the web page. "Quick Link" holds shortcuts to the programs that users may use more often, such as KHapMap Browser, HapMapSnp Analyzer, SNPflank, D2GSNP, FESD, DOMAINSNP, and KMSD. Most tools in Quick Link can be operated in the same window, except for FESD and KMSD, which are too large to operate in the same frame. In programming, in addition to Java/JSP, JSF (Java Server Faces) was adapted to the KHapMap Website in order to simplify building user interfaces for JavaServer applications. As a result, the website can be quickly and flexibly built by assembling reusable UI components in a page and connecting these components to application data sources (The Sun Microsoft website, 2008).
Sources for Korean HapMap
Genomic DNA from 90 unrelated Korean individuals for the Korean HapMap Project was generously provided from the Genomic Research Center in the Korean National Institute of Health (KNIH). The KNIH samples were collected as part of an epidemiological project; the samples represent urban and rural regions that are south of Seoul, Korea. The sex ratio was 0.5, and mean age was 50 years. Informed consent from all participating subjects was obtained through KNIH, and research approval came from the relevant ethics committees. DNA was isolated from peripheral blood leukocytes according to standard procedures with proteinase K-RNase digestion, followed by phenol-chloroform extraction.
Effective tools developed for data analysis
HapMapSnp Analyzer allows users to analyze HapMap data visually and extract information that is related to the HapMap data with ease. SNPflank is a web-based tool that provides flanking sequences of given SNPs to help PCR primer design. D2GSNP is a web-based server system that is designed to find SNPs within those genes that are known to be related to human diseases. With the web interface of D2GSNP, users can find SNPs within genes that are responsible for certain diseases and obtain their flanking sequences for further genotyping experiments (Kang and Hong et al. 2006) . In D2GSNP, OMIM, GeneCards, and MeSH information were integrated and analyzed for medical research scientists.
FESD is a web-based integrated database for selecting sets of SNPs in putative functional elements in human genes (Kang and Choi et al. 2005; Kim and Kim et al. 2007 ). It provides a set of SNPs that are located in 10 different functional elements. SNP@Domain is a web resource of SNPs within protein domain structures and sequences . Users can investigate SNPs within protein domains with 2D and 3D maps, if available. KMSD is a database that provides information on monomorphic SNPs that are found solely in the Korean population. It is composed of a SNPsearching tool for monomorphic SNP information by rsID and a drawing tool for viewing allele frequency pie graphs that compare Korean, Japanese, Chinese, European, and African populations.
The KHapMap Browser provides interactive access to the HapMap database through a graphical genome browser (Fig. 1D) . The browser allows users to search the genome for a gene or a region of interest and then visualize the corresponding distribution of SNPs and patterns of common variation in the region. It also provides facilities for downloading SNP assay information, genotypes, and allele frequency information and for generating customized sets of tag-SNPs for association studies. Users can compare Korean SNP data with oth-er population descriptors (European (CEU), Chinese (CHB), Japanese (JPT), African (YRI), and Korean (KOR) populations). The browser allows users to download genotyping data across a region in a format that is suitable for Haploview analysis (Barrett et al. 2005) . It is expected that researchers will be able to use the browser to retrieve useful information and to find valuable biomarkers and genes in complex disease association studies. They may use the information to study and develop new drugs in the era of personalized medicine.
